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Abstract – Voice activity detection (VAD) is an important topic in audio signal processing.

Contextual information is important for improving the performance of VAD at low signal-to-

noise ratios. Here we explore contextual information by machine learning methods at three

levels. At the top level, we employ an ensemble learning framework, named multi-resolution

stacking (MRS), which is a stack of ensemble classifiers. Each classifier in a building block

inputs the concatenation of the predictions of its lower building blocks and the expansion

of the raw acoustic feature by a given window (called a resolution). At the middle level,

we describe a base classifier in MRS, named boosted deep neural network (bDNN). bDNN

first generates multiple base predictions from different contexts of a single frame by only one

DNN and then aggregates the base predictions for a better prediction of the frame, and it is

different from computationally-expensive boosting methods that train ensembles of classifiers

for multiple base predictions. At the bottom level, we employ the multi-resolution cochleagram

feature, which incorporates the contextual information by concatenating the cochleagram

features at multiple spectrotemporal resolutions. Experimental results show that the MRS-

based VAD outperforms other VADs by a considerable margin. Moreover, when trained on

a large amount of noise types and a wide range of signal-to-noise ratios, the MRS-based
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VAD demonstrates surprisingly good generalization performance on unseen test scenarios,

approaching the performance with noise-dependent training.

Index Terms – Boosting, cochleagram, deep neural network, multi-resolution stacking, voice

activity detection.
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Abstract—Voice activity detection (VAD) is an important topic
in audio signal processing. Contextual information is important
for improving the performance of VAD at low signal-to-noise
ratios. Here we explore contextual information by machine
learning methods at three levels. At the top level, we employ an
ensemble learning framework, named multi-resolution stacking
(MRS), which is a stack of ensemble classifiers. Each classifier
in a building block inputs the concatenation of the predictions of
its lower building blocks and the expansion of the raw acoustic
feature by a given window (called a resolution). At the middle
level, we describe a base classifier in MRS, named boosted deep
neural network (bDNN). bDNN first generates multiple base
predictions from different contexts of a single frame by only
one DNN and then aggregates the base predictions for a better
prediction of the frame, and it is different from computationally-
expensive boosting methods that train ensembles of classifiers
for multiple base predictions. At the bottom level, we employ
the multi-resolution cochleagram feature, which incorporates
the contextual information by concatenating the cochleagram
features at multiple spectrotemporal resolutions. Experimental
results show that the MRS-based VAD outperforms other VADs
by a considerable margin. Moreover, when trained on a large
amount of noise types and a wide range of signal-to-noise
ratios, the MRS-based VAD demonstrates surprisingly good
generalization performance on unseen test scenarios, approaching
the performance with noise-dependent training.

Index Terms—Boosting, cochleagram, deep neural network,
multi-resolution stacking, voice activity detection.

I. INTRODUCTION

V
OICE activity detection (VAD) is an important prepro-

cessor for many audio signal processing systems. For

example, it improves the efficiency of speech communication

systems [2] by detecting and transmitting only speech sig-

nals. It helps speech enhancement algorithms [3] and speech

recognition systems [9], [13] by filtering out silence and noise

segments. One of the major challenging problems of VAD is

to make it perform in low signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) envi-

ronments. Early research focused on signal processing based

acoustic features, including energy in the time domain, pitch

detection, zero-crossing rate, and several spectral energy based

features such as energy-entropy, spectral correlation, spectral

divergence, higher-order statistics [25]. Recent development

includes low-frequency ultrasound [22] and single frequency

filtering [1]. Exploring feature is important in improving VAD

research from the aspect of acoustic mechanism. However,

each acoustic feature reflects only some characteristics of hu-

man voice. Moreover, using the features independently is not

Xiao-Lei Zhang and DeLiang Wang are with the Department of Computer
Science & Engineering and Center for Cognitive & Brain Sciences, The Ohio
State University, Columbus, OH, USA (e-mail: xiaolei.zhang9@gmail.com,
dwang@cse.ohio-state.edu).

very effective in extremely difficult scenarios. Hence, fusing

the features together as the input of some data-driven methods

may be an effective usage of the features for improving the

overall performance of VAD.

Another important research branch of VAD is statistical

signal processing. These techniques make model assumptions

on the distributions of speech and background noise (usually

in the spectral domain) respectively, and then design statistical

algorithms to dynamically estimate the model parameters.

Typical model assumptions include the Gaussian distribution

[34], [43], Laplace distribution [16], Gamma distribution [6],

or their combinations [6]. The most popular parameter esti-

mation method is the minimum mean square error estimation

[12]. In addition, long-term contextual information is shown

to be useful in improving the performance [30]. Due to the

simplicity of the model assumptions and online updating of

the parameters, this kind of methods may generate reasonable

results in various noise scenarios. In many cases, they work

better than energy based methods. But statistical model based

methods have limitations. First, model assumptions may not

fully capture global data distributions, since the models usually

have too few parameters and they estimate parameters on-the-

fly from limited local observations. Second, with relatively few

parameters, they may not be flexible enough in fusing multiple

acoustic features. Moreover, most methods update parameters

during the pure noise phase which may cause them fail when

the noise changes rapidly during the voice phase.

The third popular branch of VAD research is machine learn-

ing methods, which train acoustic models from given noisy

corpora and apply the models to real-world test environments.

They have two main research objectives: one is to improve the

discriminative ability of models when the noise scenarios of

training and test corpora are matching; the other is to improve

the generalization ability (i.e. detection accuracy) of models to

test noise scenarios when the test noise scenarios are unseen

from or mismatching with the training noise scenarios.

Most machine learning methods focus on how to im-

prove the discriminative ability. We summarize them briefly

as follows. In terms of whether their training corpora are

manually labeled, they can be categorized to unsupervised

learning which uses unlabeled training corpora, or super-

vised learning which uses labeled training corpora. Many

unsupervised methods belong to dimensionality reduction,

which first extract noise-robust low-dimensional features from

highly-variant high-dimensional observations and then apply

the features to classifiers. They include principle component

analysis [31], non-negative matrix factorization [36], and spec-

tral decomposition of graph Laplacian [23]. Some methods
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use clustering algorithms directly, such as k-means clustering

[17] and Gaussian mixture models [31]. Unsupervised methods

are able to explore multiple features and train robust models

from vast amount of recorded data, however, when the tasks

are too difficult that most speech signal is drowned in back

ground noise, such as babble noise with an SNR below 0 dB,

unsupervised methods are helpless. Note that, statistical signal

processing based VADs can also be regarded as unsupervised

methods, which train models from a few local observations

and accumulated historical information.

Supervised learning methods take VAD as a binary-class

classification problem—speech or non-speech. The techniques

can be roughly categorized to four classes: probabilistic mod-

els, kernel methods, neural networks, and ensemble methods.

Probabilistic models include Gaussian mixture models [26]

and conditional random fields [36]. Kernel methods mainly

include various support vector machines (SVM), such as [11],

[33]. These two kinds cannot handle large-scale corpora well,

so that they are difficult to be used in practice since we need

large-scale training corpora to cover rather complicated real-

world noisy environments.

Recently, deep neural networks (DNN) and their extensions

[14], [21], [32], [38], [45], [47], which have a strong scalability

to large-scale corpora, showed good performance in extremely

difficult scenarios and are competitive in real-world applica-

tions. Specifically, in [45], Zhang and Wu proposed to apply

standard deep belief networks to VAD and reported better

performance than SVM, where the networks were pretrained

as in [9]. In [47], Zhang and Wang further proposed to generate

multiple different predictions from a single DNN by boosting

contextual information and reported significant improvement

over the standard DNN in difficult noise scenarios and low

SNR levels. In [14], [21], the authors applied deep recurrent

neural networks to capture historical contextual information

and reported significant improvement over Gaussian mixture

models and statistical signal processing methods. However,

the performance improvements of the aforementioned DNN

methods were observed when the DNNs were trained noise-

dependently, i.e. the noise scenarios of training and test are

matching. When applying DNN-based VADs to unseen test

scenarios, the performance dropped significantly as shown in

[14], [46]. Recently, in [32], [38], the authors trained DNN

and convolutional neural networks together from large-scale

real-world data [39] and demonstrated impressive two-phase

improvements. However, because each model in [32], [38]

were binded to a given channel, we still do not know exactly

how the models will generalize to different noise scenarios.

Due to the restriction of the task setting, the results do not

have a quantitative evaluation on how the models vary with

SNR levels, which need a further investigation.

To summarize, DNN-based VADs with noise dependent

training have demonstrated good performance and have shown

strong potential in practice. In this paper, we further develop

DNN-based VADs by exploring contextual information heavily

in three novel levels. Motivated by recent progress of speech

separation [41], [42], we also investigate quantitatively how

DNN-based VADs can generalize to unseen test noise sce-

narios with the variation of SNR through noise-independent

training. The main contributions of this paper are summarized

as follows:

• Multi-resolution stacking (MRS). MRS is a stack of

ensemble classifiers. Each classifier in a building block

takes the concatenation of the soft output predictions

of the lower building block and the expansion of the

original acoustic feature in a window (called a resolution).

The classifiers in the same building block have different

resolutions, which is the novelty of this framework.

• Boosted deep neural network (bDNN). bDNN is pro-

posed as the base classifier of MRS. It first generates

multiple base predictions on a frame by boosting the

contextual information of the frame, and then aggregates

the base predictions for a stronger one. bDNN generates

multiple predictions from a single DNN, which is its

novelty compared to ensemble DNNs. Preliminary results

[47] showed that it can significantly outperform DNN-

based VAD without increasing computational complexity.

• Multi-resolution cochleagram (MRCG) feature.

MRCG [7], which was first proposed for speech

separation, is employed as a new acoustic feature for

VAD. It concatenates multiple cochleagram features

calculated at different spectral and temporal resolutions.

• Noise-independent training. We train the proposed

method with a corpus that has a vast amount of noise

scenarios with a wide variation of SNR levels, and test it

in unseen and difficult noise scenarios. We find that the

method can generalize well.

Empirical results on the AURORA2 [28] and AURORA4 cor-

pora [29] show that the MRS-based VAD outperforms a DNN-

based VAD [45] and 4 other comparison methods. Moreover,

when the proposed method is trained noise-independently,

its performance on unseen test noise scenarios at various

SNR levels is surprisingly as good as the proposed method

with noise-dependent training. This paper differs from our

preliminary work [47] in several major aspects, which include

the use of MRS and noise-independent training in this paper

(but not in [47]) and new parameter settings for bDNN and

MRCG. Consequently, experimental results in this paper are

different from those reported in [47].

The paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we intro-

duce the MRS framework. In Section III, we present the bDNN

model. In Section IV, we introduce the MRCG feature. In

Section V, we present results with noise-dependent training. In

Section VI, we present results with noise-independent training.

Finally, we conclude in Section VII.

II. MULTI-RESOLUTION STACKING

We formulate VAD as a supervised classification problem.

Specifically, a long speech signal is divided to multiple short-

term overlapped frames, each of which ranges usually from 10

to 25 milliseconds. For a classification problem, each frame

om in the time domain is transformed to an acoustic feature

in the spectral domain, denoted as xm, where m = 1, . . . ,M
indexes the time of the frame. To construct a training set, the

frame xm is manually labeled as ym = 1 or ym = 0, indicating

xm is a speech or noise frame respectively. A classifier f(·)
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Fig. 1. Principle of multi-resolution stacking. The soft predictions of all
base classifiers in a building block are combined in the red line as part of the
input of the base classifiers in the upper building block. The input of a base
classifier is the concatenation of the soft predictions from the lower building
block and the acoustic feature that is extended by a window.

is trained on {(xm, ym)}Mm=1 and tested on a different set

{xn}
N
n=1.

It is known that contextual information is important in

improving the performance of VAD. One common technique

to incorporate contextual information is to train models with

a fixed window length that performs the best among several

choices of window lengths. We denote the technique of adding

a window to incorporate neighboring frames the resolution.

Here, we argue that (i) for a certain task, although only one res-

olution performs the best, other resolutions may still provide

useful information that may further improve the performance;

(ii) although we can manage to pick the best resolution for a

certain task, it is still inconvenient to do so case by case. We

propose a simple framework, named multi-resolution stacking,

to solve the two problems together.

A. Training Phase of MRS

As described in Fig. 1, MRS is a stack of classifier ensem-

bles. In the training stage of MRS, suppose we are to train

S building blocks (S = 3 in Fig. 1). The sth building block

has Ks classifiers, denoted as {fs,k(·)}
Ks

k=1, each of which has

a predefined resolution Ws,k. The kth classifier fs,k(·) takes

vector zs,k as the input:1

zs,k =







x
′

s,k if s = 1
[

ŷs−1,1, . . . , ŷs−1,Ks−1
,x′

s,k

T
]T

if s > 1
(1)

and takes y as the training target, where {ŷs−1,k′}
Ks−1

k′=1 are the

soft predictions of x produced by the (s−1)th building block

1For clarity, we omit the time index of the training and test frames from
here to the end of this section.

and x
′

s,k is an expansion of x given the resolution Ws,k:

x
′

s,k=
[

x
T
−Ws,k

,xT
−Ws,k+1 . . . ,x

T
0 ,

. . . ,xT
Ws,k−1,x

T
Ws,k

]T

(2)

where the subscript 0 in x0 is a general index for describing

any training frame. After fs,k(·) is trained, it produces a soft

prediction ŷs,k of x for the upper building block.

The resolution W will double the size of training data,

therefore, MRS is hard to handle both a large W and a large

training set. To reduce the memory requirement of computing

power, we present a trick: one can pick a subset of frames

within the window instead of all frames. In this paper, we

expand {−W,−W + u,−W + 2u, . . . ,−1 − u,−1, 0, 1, 1 +
u, . . . ,W − 2u,W − u,W},

x
′

s,k=
[

x
T
−Ws,k

,xT
−Ws,k+u . . . ,x

T
0 ,

. . . ,xT
Ws,k−1,x

T
Ws,k

]T

(3)

where u is a user defined integer parameter. This trick not

only makes all classifiers in a building block have the same

amount of memory requirement but also does not decrease the

performance significantly in experience.

B. Test Phase of MRS

In the test stage of MRS, we get a serial soft predictions

as we did in the training stage from the bottom stack to the

top stack. After getting the output of the Sth building block

which contains only one classifier as shown in Fig. 1, we do

a hard decision on the output, e.g. ŷS,1, by:

ȳ =

{

1 if ŷS,1 ≥ δ

0 otherwise
(4)

and take ȳ as the final prediction of x, where δ is a decision

threshold tuned on a development set.

C. On the Related Work and Novelty of MRS

In noise-robust speech signal processing, using the optimal

resolution is a common technique, such as statistical signal

processing based VADs [30] and recent machine learning

based VADs. However, the models with suboptimal resolutions

may also provide useful information. Fusing ensemble models

is another common technique, such as fusing DNN and

convolutional neural networks in [32], [38], but, they do not

consider different resolutions and stacking, and do not take

the raw feature as the input of the consensus model. Stacking

ensemble classifiers has been used in speech separation [27]

and recognition [44], but they did not consider different

resolutions. To summarize, stacking ensembles of classifiers

in different resolutions are the novelty of the framework.
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III. BOOSTED DNN

In this section, we fill MRS by a strong base classifier—

boosted DNN. We first present the bDNN algorithm in Sec-

tions III-A, then introduce the motivation of bDNN in Section

III-C, and our DNN model in Section III-B. Finally, we present

the novelty of the bDNN model in Section III-D.

Deep neural network is a strong classifier that can approach

to the minimum expectation risk—the ideal minimum risk

given the infinite amount of training data—when the input data

is large scale. It has been adopted in recent VAD studies. One

common technique to further improve the prediction accuracy

of DNN is ensemble learning, which trains multiple DNNs

that yield different base predictions, such that when the base

predictions are aggregated, the final prediction is boosted to

be better than any of the base predictions. However, it is

too expensive to train a set of DNNs if they do not receive

significantly different knowledge from the input. To alleviate

the computational load but benefit from ensemble learning, we

proposed bDNN, which can generate multiple different base

predictions on a single frame by training only one DNN.

A. Boosted DNN

In the training stage of bDNN, we first expand each speech

frame by Eq. (2). The main difference between training bDNN

and DNN is that for bDNN, we further expand ym to

y
′

m = [ym−W , ym−W+1, . . . , ym, . . . , ym+W−1, ym+W ]T(5)

That is to say, bDNN is a DNN model that is trained on a

new corpus {(x′

m,y′

m)}Mm=1, and has (2W + 1)d input units

and 2W + 1 output units, where d is the dimension of xm.

In the test stage of bDNN, we aim to predict the label

of frame xn, which consists of three steps as shown in Fig.

2. The first step expands xn to a large observation x
′

n as

done in the training phase, so as to get a new test corpus

{x′

n}
N
n=1 (Fig. 2A). The second step gets the (2W + 1)-

dimensional prediction of x′

n from the DNN, denoted as y′

n =
[

y
(−W )
n−W , y

(−W+1)
n−W+1 , . . . , y

(0)
n , . . . , y

(W−1)
n+W−1, y

(W )
n+W

]T

(Fig. 2B).

The third step aggregates the results to predict the soft decision

of xn, denoted as ŷn (Fig. 2C):

ŷn =

∑W

w=−W y
(w)
n

2W + 1
(6)

Finally, we make a hard decision by

ȳn =

{

1 if ŷn ≥ η

−1 otherwise
(7)

where η ∈ [−1, 1] is a decision threshold tuned on a

development set according to some predefined performance

measurement.

Note that (i) when we adopt the trick in Section II to

alleviate the memory requirement, Eq. (5) should be modified

accordingly as follows:

y
′

m = [ym−W , ym−W+u, . . . , ym, . . . , ym+W−u, ym+W ]T(8)

(ii) When bDNN is used in MRS, the input of bDNN should

be adapted to Eq. (1) which has (2W +1)d+Ks dimensions.

DNN

A

B

C

Fig. 2. Test phase of bDNN. (A) Expanding xn to a new feature (included
in the dashed rectangle, denoted as x

′

n
) given the half-window size W . (B)

Predicting labels of x′

n
to yield a (2W +1)-dimensional vector (included in

the dashed rectangle) by DNN. (C) Aggregating the prediction results by the
given equation from the soft output units drawn in the bold dashed rectangles
of Fig. 1b.

B. DNN Model

We adopt contemporary DNN training methods, and use the

area under the receiver operating characteristic curve (AUC)

as the performance metric for selecting the best DNN model

in the training process.

The template of deep models is described as follows:

y = f
(

h(L)

(

. . . h(l)

(

. . . h(2)

(

h(1)

(

x
(0)

)))))

(9)

where l denotes the lth hidden layer from the bottom, h(l)(·) is

the nonlinear mapping function of the lth layer, and x
(0) is the

input feature vector. Different from [45], we use the rectified

linear unit y = max(0, x) for hidden layers, sigmoid function

y = 1
1+e−x for the output layer, and a dropout strategy to

specify the DNN model [8]. See Section III-D2 for a detailed

explanation. In addition, we employ the adaptive stochastic

gradient descent [10] and a momentum term [35] to train the

DNN. These training schemes accelerate traditional gradient

descent training and facilitate large-scale parallel computing.

Note that no pretraining is used in our DNN training.
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Algorithm 1 AUC calculation.

Input: Number of training data points n, manual label

vector y = [y1, . . . , yn]
T , and predicted soft values

ŷ = [ŷ1, . . . , ŷn]
T

Initialization: a = 0, b = 0, swapped_pairs = 0
Output: AUC A

1: Sort ŷ in descending order, denoted as ŷ
∗, and reorder y

along with ŷ, denoted as y
∗

2: for i = 1, . . . , n do

3: if y∗i > 0 then

4: swapped_pairs← swapped_pairs+ b

5: a← a+ 1
6: else

7: b← b+ 1
8: end if

9: end for

10: A = 1− swapped_pairs
ab

AUC can be calculated efficiently by Algorithm 1. The

reasons why we use AUC as the performance metric are as

follows. First, AUC measures the receiver operating character-

istic (ROC) curve quantitatively. The ROC curve is considered

as an overall metric of the VAD performance rather than

the detection accuracy, since the speech-to-nonspeech ratio

is usually imbalanced, and also since one usually tunes the

decision threshold of VAD for specific applications. Second,

AUC matches the metric of speech hit rate minus false alarm

rate (HIT−FA) which is defined as:

HIT− FA=Hit rate− false alarm rate

=
#correctly predicted speech frames

#ground-truth speech frames

−
#wrongly predicted noise frames

#ground-truth noise frames

HIT−FA reflects the performance of VAD at the optimal

operating point of its tunable decision threshold.

C. Motivation of Boosted DNN

Originally, we planed to first train multiple DNNs

g−W (·), . . . , gW (·) and then aggregate the outputs of the

DNNs. Each DNN trains a mapping function from an ex-

pansion of the input xm to its manual label ym in the

standard way, but the expansion in different DNNs is a sliding

window around xm. For example, the ith DNN gi(·) takes

x
(i)
m = [xT

m−W+i, . . . ,x
T
m, . . . ,xT

m+i, . . . ,x
T
m+W+i]

T as its

input and outputs the prediction y
(i)
m . The ensemble method

gets the final prediction ŷm by aggregating the base predictions

ŷm =
∑W

i=−W y
(i)
m

/

(2W + 1).
After observing the fact that [xT

m−W , . . . ,xT
m, . . . ,xT

m+W ]T

appears as the expanded feature of xm−i for training y
(i)
m =

gi(·) where i = −W, . . . ,W , we propose to integrate the

outputs y
(i)
m together and train a new DNN model:









y
(−W )
m−W

...

y
(W )
m+W









= g

















xm−W

...

xm+W

















(10)

where g(·) is the DNN model of bDNN that has multiple

output units. Then, we propose to aggregate the base predic-

tions for the final prediction as in Eq. (6). The main difference

between bDNN and the aforementioned inefficient method

is that the base predictions y
(i)
m of bDNN share the same

parameters of the hidden units of a single DNN model, while

the base predictions of the inefficient method are generated

independently from multiple DNN models. bDNN saves the

computational load greatly with some loss of flexibility of

model training.

D. On the Related Work and Novelty of the Boosted DNN

1) On the Relationship Between Boosted DNN and the

Common Boosting Techniques: For bDNN, the output target

of the mth frame, i.e. ym, is assumed to be generated from

[xT
m−2W , . . . ,xT

m, . . . ,xT
m+2W ]T . bDNN generates multiple

base predictions of ym by extracting part of the input feature.

The method of manipulating the input feature only is related

to but different from bagging [4] and Adaboost [15] which

manipulate the input data set, and is also different from random

forests [5] which manipulates the input data set and features

together. We also tried to generate base predictions from

different subsets of data, but we found that the performance

was not as good as the performance produced from the

entire data set due to the performance decrease of each base

classifier.

2) On the Difference Between the bDNN Based VAD and

the DNN Based VAD in [45]: The output targets of bDNN and

the method in [45] are different. bDNN reformulates VAD as a

structural learning problem that learns an encoder that maps a

serial concatenation of multiple frames to a binary code, while

the method in [45] takes VAD as a traditional binary-class

classification problem that predicts the classes of frames in

sequence. The structural learning fully utilizes the contextual

information of the output target.

The DNN implementations of bDNN and the method in

[45] are also different in respect of the network structure

and training method. (i) bDNN adopts dropout [19] as the

regularization to prevent DNN from overfitting, while the

DNN model in [45] does not use any regularization method.

Dropout randomly inactivates the (hidden and/or input) units.

Due to such a regularization, bDNN is able to train much

larger model with a stronger generalization ability than the

DNN model in [45]. (ii) bDNN uses the rectified linear unit

y = max(0, x) as the hidden unit and sigmoid function

y = 1
1+e−x as the output unit, while the method in [45] uses

the sigmoid function as the hidden unit and softmax function

yi = exi
∑

j
e
xj as the output unit. Rectified linear unit can be

trained faster than the sigmoid function and helps DNN learn

local patterns better. (iii) bDNN does not use pretraining [18]

while the method in [45] uses pretraining, where pretraining

is known to prevent bad local minima of DNN. Recent results

show that when the data set is large enough, the performance

of DNN without pretraining is also good enough.
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Fig. 3. The MRCG feature. (A) Diagram of the process of extracting a 32-
dimensional MRCG feature. “(2W +1)× (2W +1) square window” means
that the value of a given time-frequency unit is replaced by the average value
of its neighboring units that fall into the window centered at the given unit
and extending in the axes of time and frequency. (B) Expanding MRCG
to a 96-dimensional feature that consists of the original MRCG feature, its
Delta feature and Delta-Delta feature. (C) Calculation of the 8-dimensional
cochleagram features in detail.

IV. MRCG FEATURE

In this section, we introduce the MRCG feature which was

first proposed in [7] for speech separation.2 The key idea of

MRCG is to incorporate both local information and global

information through multi-resolution extraction. The local

information is produced by extracting cochleagram features

with a small frame length and a small smoothing window

(i.e., high resolutions). The global information is produced

by extracting cochleagram features with a large frame length

or a large smoothing window (i.e., low resolutions). It has

been shown that cochleagram features with a low resolution,

such as frame length = 200 ms, can detect patterns of noisy

speech better than that with only a high resolution, and features

with high resolutions complement those with low resolutions.

Therefore, concatenating them together is better than using

them separately.

As illustrated in Fig. 3A, MRCG is a concatenation of 4

cochleagram features with different window sizes and different

frame lengths. The first and fourth cochleagram features are

generated from two U -channel gammatone filterbanks (U =
8 in this paper) with frame lengths set to 20 ms and 200

ms respectively. The second and third cochleagram features

are calculated by smoothing each time-frequency unit of the

first cochleagram feature with two square windows that are

centered on the unit and have the sizes of 11×11 and 23×23.

Because the windows on the first and last few channels (or

frames) of the two cochleagram features may overflow, we

cut off the overflowed parts of the windows. Note that the

multi-resolution strategy is a common technique not limited

2Code is downloadable from http://web.cse.ohio-state.edu/pnl/software.html

to the cochleagram feature [20], [24].

After calculating the (4 × U )-dimensional MRCG feature,

we further calculate its Deltas and double Deltas, and then

combine all three into a (12 × U )-dimensional feature (Fig.

3B). A Delta feature is calculated by

∆xn =
(xn+1 − xn−1) + 2(xn+2 − xn−2)

10
(11)

where xk is the kth unit of MRCG in a given channel. The

double-Delta feature is calculated by applying equation (11)

to the Delta feature.

The calculation of the U -dimensional cochleagram feature

in Fig. 3A is detailed in Fig. 3C. We first filter input noisy

speech by the 64-channel gammatone filterbank, then calculate

the energy of each time-frequency unit by
∑K

k=1 s
2
c,k given the

frame length K, and finally rescale the energy by log10(·),
where sc,k represents the kth sample of a given frame in the

cth channel [40].

Note that when MRCG is used for bDNN training, it should

be normalized to zero means and unit standard deviations in

dimension globally, and the normalization factors should be

used to normalize each test frame, where the word “globally”

means that the normalization is conducted on the entire

training corpus but not on each training utterance separately.

V. EVALUATION RESULTS OF NOISE-DEPENDENT MODELS

The term noise-dependent (ND) means that the noise sce-

narios of the training and test sets of machine-learning-based

models are the same in terms of noise type and SNR level.

In this section, we first report the results of the proposed

methods in Section V-B, and then analyze how different

settings of MRS, bDNN, and MRCG improve the performance

over their comparison methods in Section V-C.

A. Experimental Settings

1) Data Sets: We used the noisy speech corpora of

ARURORA2 [28] as well as the clean speech corpus of

AURORA4 [29] mixed with the NOISEX-92 noise corpus [37]

for evaluation. AURORA2 contains the pronunciations of dig-

its. AURORA4 contains the utterances of continuous speech.

Note that the experimental conclusions in AURORA2 and

AURORA4 are consistent. The data sets were preprocessed

as follows.

We used 7 noisy test sets of AURORA2 [28] in SNR levels

of [−5, 0, 5, 10, 15, 20] dB for an overall comparison between

the proposed method and the competitive methods. That is to

say, we had 42 noisy environments for the overall evaluation.

The sampling rate is 8 kHz. The preprocessing of each test

corpus was similar with that in [45]. Specifically, we split each

test corpus to three subsets for training, developing, and test,

each of which contains 300, 300, and 401 utterances respec-

tively. All short utterances in each set were concatenated to a

long conversation for simulating the real working environment

of VAD.

We used the clean speech corpus of AURORA4 [29] cor-

rupted by the ‘babble” and “factory” noise in the NOISEX-

92 noise corpus in extremely low SNR levels (i.e. [−5, 0, 5]
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been normalized so as to be shown clearly in the range [0, 1]. The straight lines are the optimal decision thresholds (tuned on the entire development corpus)
in terms of HIT−FA, and the notched lines show the hard decisions on the soft outputs.
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Fig. 5. ROC curve comparison between the proposed method and some representative VADs in 6 noise environments of the AURORA4 corpus.

dB) for a more broaden and harsh comparison between the

proposed method and the competitors and for an investigation

of the effectiveness of the components of the proposed method.

That is to say, we constructed 6 difficult noisy speech corpora.

The sampling rate is 16 kHz. The preprocessing is as follows.

The clean speech corpus consists of 7,138 training utterances

and 330 test utterances. We randomly selected 300 and 30

utterances from the training utterances as our training set and

development set respectively, and used all 330 test utterances

for testing. Note that for each noisy corpora, the additive noises

for training, development, and test were cut from different

intervals of a given noise.

The ground-truth labels of each noisy speech corpus in

either AURORA2 or AURORA4 were the results of Sohn’s

VAD [34] applied to the corresponding clean speech corpus.

The frame length and frame shift of the proposed method

were described in the MRCG feature. The frame length and

frame shift of all competitive methods were 25ms and 10ms

respectively. Note that the training set in AURORA4 is much

larger than that in AURORA2.

2) Evaluation Metrics: ROC curve was used as the main

metric. Its corresponding AUC was also reported. In addition,

HIT−FA of the optimal operating point on the ROC curve

was reported, where the optimal operating point is defined as

a decision threshold achieving the highest HIT−FA (defined

in Eq. (10)) on the development set. Because over 70% frames
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TABLE I
AUC (%) COMPARISON BETWEEN THE COMPARISON VADS AND

PROPOSED BDNN- AND MRS-BASED VADS ON THE AURORA2 CORPUS.
THE NUMBERS IN BOLD INDICATE THE BEST RESULTS. “REST.” IS SHORT

FOR RESTAURANT.

Noise SNR Sohn Ramirez05 Ying SVM Zhang13 bDNN MRS

Babble

−5 dB 60.45 61.33 59.17 70.14 72.21 81.55 82.51

0 dB 68.66 70.08 65.63 79.91 83.28 89.03 89.85

5 dB 79.83 81.94 76.52 88.14 89.99 92.72 92.93

10 dB 86.76 88.12 84.46 91.86 94.07 94.18 94.84

15 dB 90.31 90.60 88.71 93.58 95.33 95.21 95.36

20 dB 93.08 91.57 91.97 94.65 95.73 95.76 95.85

Car

−5 dB 59.03 60.62 61.75 82.18 82.76 91.34 92.40

0 dB 69.05 72.00 69.27 89.50 91.64 94.87 95.56

5 dB 79.83 82.22 78.53 93.59 93.96 95.60 96.30

10 dB 87.22 88.64 84.73 95.01 95.69 96.30 96.98

15 dB 91.53 92.16 89.41 96.05 96.45 96.97 97.40

20 dB 94.09 92.82 92.87 96.78 97.33 97.16 97.67

Rest.

−5 dB 55.62 55.04 57.67 72.01 74.20 82.40 84.03

0 dB 66.00 64.52 62.98 81.11 81.14 88.07 89.81

5 dB 72.24 73.65 71.54 89.25 91.01 93.13 94.20

10 dB 79.85 80.85 79.29 91.78 93.25 94.80 95.45

15 dB 86.10 87.36 84.70 93.43 94.61 95.60 96.29

20 dB 89.27 89.23 88.99 94.92 95.57 96.13 96.73

Street

−5 dB 53.68 54.80 55.63 72.77 74.32 85.57 86.31

0 dB 60.03 60.06 61.62 81.29 81.38 89.22 90.23

5 dB 68.74 71.52 70.28 88.03 90.01 92.53 93.06

10 dB 76.04 78.21 76.41 91.19 92.39 93.95 94.21

15 dB 83.35 86.59 82.27 92.61 94.69 94.23 94.66

20 dB 88.73 88.96 87.14 94.15 95.31 94.89 95.14

Airport

−5 dB 56.60 59.39 59.06 73.59 76.30 82.77 85.02

0 dB 64.22 66.11 66.07 81.97 83.38 90.87 92.00

5 dB 73.78 76.90 74.48 88.90 89.59 94.29 95.22

10 dB 83.18 86.06 84.21 92.61 94.35 95.82 96.39

15 dB 89.62 90.31 88.43 95.14 96.11 96.52 96.96

20 dB 91.27 90.05 91.58 95.68 96.88 97.15 97.53

Train

−5 dB 55.31 57.68 61.35 74.43 76.55 85.55 86.82

0 dB 60.04 63.19 67.85 83.21 84.89 90.49 91.68

5 dB 73.00 77.26 77.58 89.72 91.12 93.54 94.60

10 dB 83.76 84.51 82.18 92.07 93.29 94.43 95.21

15 dB 87.50 89.17 87.30 94.10 95.13 95.28 96.18

20 dB 91.78 90.61 91.00 94.84 95.34 95.64 96.55

Subway

−5 dB 55.42 55.00 57.74 83.36 84.29 92.37 93.28

0 dB 62.66 61.63 62.75 89.22 90.11 93.90 94.23

5 dB 70.49 76.50 68.35 91.86 93.09 95.18 95.63

10 dB 79.02 81.18 76.73 93.32 93.97 95.34 95.95

15 dB 84.43 87.40 82.72 94.22 94.84 95.68 96.17

20 dB 87.23 88.93 85.99 94.81 95.38 95.92 96.43

are speech, we did not use detection accuracy as the evaluation

metric, so as to prevent reporting misleading results caused by

class imbalance.

3) Comparison Methods and Parameter Settings: We com-

pared bDNN- and MRS-based VADs with 5 VADs—Sohn

VAD [34], Ying VAD [43], Zhang13 VAD [45], and SVM-

based VAD, where the first two are the classic statistical model

based ones and the last two are the more recent supervised

learning based ones. The parameters of the referenced methods

were well-tuned according to the authors.

For bDNN-based VAD, the parameter setting of bDNN was

as follows. The numbers of hidden units were set to 512 for

both the first and second hidden layers. The number of epoches

was set to 50. The batch size was set to 512, the scaling factor

for the adaptive stochastic gradient descent was set to 0.0015,

and the learning rate decreased linearly from 0.08 to 0.001.

The momentum of the first 5 epoches was set to 0.5, and the

momentum of other epoches was adjusted to 0.9. The dropout

TABLE II
HIT−FA (%) COMPARISON BETWEEN THE COMPARISON VADS AND

PROPOSED BDNN- AND MRS-BASED VADS ON THE AURORA2 CORPUS.
THE NUMBERS IN BOLD INDICATE THE BEST RESULTS. “REST.” IS SHORT

FOR RESTAURANT.

Noise SNR Sohn Ramirez05 Ying SVM Zhang13 bDNN MRS

Babble

−5 dB 15.61 17.14 13.91 30.60 33.18 45.14 49.71

0 dB 27.18 30.24 23.38 46.63 51.59 60.96 64.11

5 dB 45.88 50.29 40.79 61.63 64.52 70.20 71.86

10 dB 59.93 63.23 55.34 68.67 72.81 73.31 74.11

15 dB 67.35 69.51 63.28 72.60 76.37 76.36 76.99

20 dB 70.56 71.90 70.46 74.47 77.49 76.42 77.56

Car

−5 dB 14.22 15.96 17.96 50.61 51.93 66.78 69.39

0 dB 29.83 34.58 30.38 64.62 68.96 75.22 77.17

5 dB 47.02 51.23 43.82 72.87 73.07 76.66 78.90

10 dB 61.20 64.88 55.17 75.52 76.84 78.86 80.65

15 dB 70.73 71.43 64.68 78.27 78.75 80.62 82.23

20 dB 76.74 72.97 72.05 80.23 81.80 81.65 83.29

Rest.

−5 dB 8.46 8.39 10.89 32.49 35.91 46.13 50.22

0 dB 23.81 22.19 18.23 48.74 48.20 60.72 64.79

5 dB 32.94 36.01 32.87 64.11 66.81 72.42 74.86

10 dB 47.39 49.82 44.92 69.59 72.87 76.72 78.34

15 dB 59.25 62.85 54.25 73.81 76.69 78.28 80.75

20 dB 66.09 67.84 62.66 77.40 78.69 80.55 82.04

Street

−5 dB 5.50 8.30 9.42 34.34 35.81 55.42 57.35

0 dB 16.28 16.39 16.19 47.78 47.59 63.19 65.86

5 dB 28.96 34.05 30.96 61.21 64.52 70.67 72.05

10 dB 40.20 43.62 39.92 67.36 69.55 73.91 75.20

15 dB 54.31 60.05 51.24 71.13 74.27 74.14 75.80

20 dB 64.43 64.42 60.79 74.17 76.99 76.33 76.94

Airport

−5 dB 8.80 15.35 13.83 35.29 39.49 49.14 53.01

0 dB 22.93 25.86 26.02 50.25 52.62 66.42 68.59

5 dB 36.73 42.92 37.73 62.99 63.92 73.90 75.89

10 dB 52.96 60.35 54.72 70.05 73.78 77.79 79.32

15 dB 63.50 68.93 62.99 76.01 78.18 79.78 80.92

20 dB 69.27 68.81 68.88 77.35 80.45 81.71 82.95

Train

−5 dB 9.75 10.89 15.98 37.11 39.96 54.93 57.34

0 dB 16.50 19.31 27.07 52.51 55.05 65.20 68.99

5 dB 36.20 45.08 41.79 65.29 67.10 72.45 75.40

10 dB 54.10 58.47 50.87 70.55 72.75 74.60 76.90

15 dB 61.00 64.87 60.29 75.41 76.66 76.57 79.62

20 dB 70.69 69.87 68.19 75.90 76.67 77.96 80.46

Subway

−5 dB 8.23 9.69 11.19 52.82 54.16 69.35 71.42

0 dB 19.69 18.99 16.85 64.11 66.75 74.26 75.37

5 dB 30.66 41.90 25.76 71.37 74.11 77.63 80.06

10 dB 45.53 49.98 39.32 75.27 76.81 78.95 80.68

15 dB 55.70 61.81 49.59 75.92 77.96 79.34 81.51

20 dB 61.84 66.19 56.57 77.21 79.40 80.32 82.21

TABLE III
AUC (%) COMPARISON BETWEEN THE COMPARISON VADS AND

PROPOSED BDNN-BASED AND MRS-BASED VADS ON THE AURORA4
CORPUS. THE NUMBERS IN BOLD INDICATE THE BEST RESULTS.

Noise SNR Sohn Ramirez05 Ying SVM Zhang13 bDNN MRS

Babble

−5 dB 70.69 75.90 64.63 81.05 82.84 85.75 86.60

0 dB 77.67 83.05 70.72 86.06 88.33 89.62 90.15

5 dB 84.53 87.85 78.70 90.49 91.61 92.75 93.02

10 dB 89.18 89.93 85.61 91.05 93.01 93.81 93.93

Factory

−5 dB 58.17 58.37 62.56 78.63 81.81 85.78 85.81

0 dB 64.56 67.21 68.79 86.05 88.39 90.64 90.76

5 dB 72.92 76.82 75.83 89.10 91.72 92.82 92.98

10 dB 80.80 84.72 82.64 92.21 93.13 93.64 93.69

rate of the hidden units was set to 0.2. The half-window size

W was set to 19, and the parameter u of the window was set

to 9.

For MRS-based VAD, we trained two stacks (i.e. parameter

S = 2). For the bottom stack, we trained 10 bDNNs with

resolution parameter (W,u) set to [(3, 1), (5, 2), (9, 4), (13, 6),
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TABLE IV
HIT−FA (%) COMPARISON BETWEEN THE COMPARISON VADS AND

PROPOSED BDNN-BASED VAD ON THE AURORA4 CORPUS. THE

NUMBERS IN BOLD INDICATE THE BEST RESULTS.

Noise SNR Sohn Ramirez05 Ying SVM Zhang13 bDNN MRS

Babble

−5 dB 29.44 38.45 21.03 45.69 48.33 56.13 57.92

0 dB 40.64 52.09 29.76 56.31 60.01 63.94 65.15

5 dB 54.42 65.23 42.70 67.77 69.94 72.04 73.10

10 dB 67.50 70.89 56.12 69.75 74.75 75.74 76.03

Factory

−5 dB 12.00 13.43 19.50 42.11 47.42 54.60 55.51

0 dB 21.04 25.63 28.42 56.93 62.00 66.64 67.18

5 dB 33.40 40.11 38.83 64.19 70.72 72.25 73.18

10 dB 47.33 55.39 50.47 73.36 75.66 75.86 76.44

TABLE V
AUC (%) ANALYSIS OF THE RELATIVE CONTRIBUTIONS OF BDNN, MRS,

AND MRCG. “COMB” DENOTES A SERIAL COMBINATION OF 11
ACOUSTIC FEATURES IN [45].

Noise SNR
DNN+ bDNN+ MRS+ DNN+ bDNN+ MRS+

COMB COMB COMB MRCG MRCG MRCG

Babble

−5 dB 81.53 84.62 86.11 81.54 85.75 86.60

0 dB 85.48 88.84 89.76 86.48 89.62 90.15

5 dB 89.08 92.11 92.82 90.05 92.75 93.02

10 dB 90.56 93.10 93.65 91.64 93.81 93.93

Factory

−5 dB 80.16 83.51 85.75 79.70 85.78 85.81

0 dB 84.59 88.95 90.35 86.51 90.64 90.76

5 dB 87.79 91.91 92.70 89.76 92.82 92.98

10 dB 89.16 92.79 93.75 90.95 93.64 93.69

(15, 7), (17, 8), (19, 9), (21, 10), (23, 11), (25, 12)] respec-

tively. The parameter setting of each bDNN was exactly the

same as that of the aforementioned bDNN-based VAD. For the

top stack, we trained 1 bDNN with (W,u) set to (19, 9). The

parameter setting of the bDNN was as follows. The numbers

of hidden units were set to 128 for both the first and second

hidden layers. The number of epoches was set to 7.

B. Results

Tables I and II list the AUC and HIT−FA results of all

7 VAD methods on 42 noisy environments of AURORA2.

Tables III and IV list the AUC and HIT−FA results on 8

noisy environments of AURORA4. Figure 4 illustrates the soft

outputs of the MRS-based VAD as well as all comparison

methods for the babble noise at −5 dB SNR. Figure 5 shows

the ROC curve comparison between the MRS-based VAD,

Ramirez05 VAD, and Zhang13 VAD on AURORA4. From the

tables and figures, we observe that (i) the proposed method

significantly outperforms all 5 others, particularly when the

background is very noisy; (ii) the experimental phenomena

of the proposed method on different noisy scenarios of AU-

RORA2 and AURORA4 are quite consistent, which means its

superiority is not affected by whether the speech utterances

were continuous or isolated. Additionally, we find that AUC

and HIT−FA match quite well.

C. Effectiveness Evaluation of the Components of the MRS

Based VAD

In this subsection, we evaluate the effectiveness of the

components of the bDNN- and MRS-based VADs on the 8

noisy environments of AURORA4.

TABLE VI
HIT−FA (%) ANALYSIS OF THE RELATIVE CONTRIBUTIONS OF BDNN,
MRS, AND MRCG. “COMB” DENOTES A SERIAL COMBINATION OF 11

ACOUSTIC FEATURES IN [45].

Noise SNR
DNN+ bDNN+ MRS+ DNN+ bDNN+ MRS+

COMB COMB COMB MRCG MRCG MRCG

Babble

−5 dB 49.15 53.58 55.75 46.14 56.13 57.92

0 dB 57.60 61.81 63.44 55.79 63.94 65.15

5 dB 66.40 70.58 72.47 65.06 72.04 73.10

10 dB 71.83 74.22 75.21 70.28 75.74 76.03

Factory

−5 dB 45.82 51.30 55.29 42.32 54.60 55.51

0 dB 54.54 62.36 65.64 55.82 66.64 67.18

5 dB 64.46 70.50 72.45 63.88 72.25 73.18

10 dB 69.17 73.83 76.09 68.21 75.86 76.44
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Fig. 6. AUC analysis of the advantage of the boosted algorithm in bDNN-
based and MRS-based VADs over the unboosted counterpart that uses the
same input x

′

n
as bDNN and MRS but uses the original output yn as the

training target instead of y′

n
. (A) Comparison in the babble noise environment

with SNR = −5 dB. (B) Comparison in the factory noise environment with
SNR = −5 dB. Note that (W,u) are two parameters of the window of bDNN.

1) Separate Effects of Boosted DNN, MRS, and MRCG on

the Performance: To separate the contributions of bDNN,

MRS and MRCG to the performance improvement, we ran

6 experiments using either DNN, bDNN, or MRS as the

model with either the combination (COMB) of 11 acoustic

features in Zhang13 VAD [45] or MRCG as the input feature

on the babble and factory noises in AURORA4, where the

model “DNN” used the same DNN source code as that of

bDNN with W set to 0. Tables V and VI list the AUC and

HIT−FA comparisons between these 6 combinations. From

the tables, we observe that (i) the 96-dimensional MRCG

feature is at least as equivalently good as the 273-dimensional

COMB feature; (ii) bDNN better than DNN; and (iii) MRS

better than bDNN. Note that when we further enlarge the

dimension of MRCG from 96 to 768 as we did in [47], MRCG

can significantly outperform COMB (see [47] for the detailed

results), though it is inefficient to do so in practice.
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Fig. 8. ROC curve analysis of the MRCG feature versus its components at AURORA4.
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Fig. 7. HIT−FA analysis of the advantage of the boosted algorithm in
bDNN-based and MRS-based VADs over the unboosted counterpart that uses
the same input x′

n
as bDNN and MRS but uses the original output yn as the

training target instead of y′

n
. (A) Comparison in the babble noise environment

with SNR = −5 dB. (B) Comparison in the factory noise environment with
SNR = −5 dB. Note that (W,u) are two parameters of the window of bDNN.

2) Effects of Boosting: To investigate how the boosted

method is better than no boosting, we compared bDNN and

MRS with a DNN model that used the same input as bDNN

(i.e., x
′

n) but aimed to predict the label of only the central

frame of the input (i.e., yn) in terms of AUC (Fig. 6) and

HIT−FA (Fig. 7) in the two difficult environments. Results

show that (i) bDNN and MRS significantly outperforms the

unboosted DNN, and their superiority becomes more and

more apparent when the window is gradually enlarged; (ii)

the unboosted DNN can also benefit from the contextual

information, but this performance gain is limited. Note that

the boosted method had the same computational complexity

with the unboosted one.

3) Multi-resolution effects: Figure 8 shows the ROC curve

comparison between the MRCG feature and its four compo-

nents in the two difficult noise environments with parameters

(W,u) set to (0, 0) and (19, 9), where W = 0 means that

bDNN reduces to DNN. From the figure, we observe that (i)

MRCG is at least as good as the best of its 4 components in

all cases, which demonstrates the effectiveness of the multi-

resolution technique; (ii) CG2 yields a better ROC curve than

the other 3 components. The same phenomena can also be

observed when the dimension of MRCG is enlarged to 768 as

shown in [47].

VI. EVALUATION RESULTS OF NOISE-INDEPENDENT

MODELS

The term noise-independent (NI) means that once trained,

the machine learning based VADs can achieve reasonable

performance in various noise scenarios, even though the noise

scenarios are unseen from the training set. Training good

NI models is one of the ultimate goals of machine learning

based VADs in real-world applications and also one of the

most difficult tasks that prohibit machine learning methods

from practical use. In this section, we train such models and

show their promising performance in difficult and unseen test

scenarios.

A. Experimental Settings

We randomly selected 300 clean utterances from AU-

RORA2 and AURORA4 respectively as the clean corpora,

which were also used as the clean corpora in Section V
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Fig. 9. Visualization of the output of noise-dependent (ND) MRS model and noise-independent (NI) MRS model in the babble noise environment at various
SNR levels. Each test scenario of ND model is exactly the same as its training scenario. The test scenarios of NI model are unseen from its training corpus.

for synthesizing noisy speech corpora. We used a large-scale

sound effect library3 as our noise corpus, which contains

over 20,000 sound effects. For constructing the noisy training

corpus of AURORA2, we first randomly selected 4000 noise

segments and concatenated them to a long noise wave which

is about 35 hours long; then, we randomly picked clean

utterances from the clean corpus of AURORA2 and added

them one by one in time slot to the long noise wave with SNR

levels varying in [−10, −9, −8, −7, −6, −4, −3, −2, −1,

1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 7, 8, 9, 11, 12] dB, where repeated selection of

the clean utterances was allowed. Note that when synthesizing

each noisy speech segment in the long noisy speech wave, we

fixed the clean utterance and rescaled the noise segment. For

constructing the noisy test corpora of AURORA2, we used the

same test noisy corpora as in Section V, which contains 28

noisy scenarios with SNR levels ranging in [−5, 0, 5, 10] dB.

We constructed the noisy training corpus of AURORA4 in the

same way as that of AURORA2, and used the same noisy test

corpora as in Section V for evaluation of the NI models. From

the above description, it is clear that the test noise scenarios

are unseen in the training corpora.

We trained 1 DNN-, 1 bDNN-, and 1 MRS-based VAD on

the noisy training corpus of AURORA2, and evaluated the 3

NI models on all 28 test corpora. We conducted an experiment

on AURORA4 in the same way as that on AURORA2. The

parameter settings of the DNN, bDNN, and MRS models were

the same as their corresponding ND models in Section V.

3The library was requested from http://www.sound-ideas.com/sound-
effects/series-6000-combo-sound-effects.html

B. Results

It was supposed that the ND models, which were trained and

tested in the same noise scenarios, would perform better than

NI models. In this section, we investigated how much their

performance differed. Fig. 9 shows a visualized comparison of

the soft output of NI model and 4 ND models on AURORA2.

Tables VII and VIII list the AUC and HIT−FA comparison

of NI and ND models of the DNN-, bDNN-, and MRS-based

VADs on AURORA2. Tables IX and X list the comparison on

AURORA4. From the figure and tables, we observe that (i) the

performance of NI models approaches to and even outperforms

the performance of ND models in most cases of AURORA2

when the SNR is equal or greater than 0 dB and in all cases

of AURORA4; (ii) NI models perform slightly worse than ND

models on AURORA2 when the SNR is extremely low, e.g.

−5 dB. Comparing the above four tables with Tables I, II, III,

and IV in Section V, we observe that (i) MRS-based VAD

with NI training performs significantly better than Zhang13

VAD and SVM VAD with ND training in most test cases of

AURORA2 except the subway environment which is a very

burst and different non-stationary noise [46]; (ii) the proposed

VADs with NI training are also significantly better than Sohn

VAD and Ramirez05 VAD whose main merit is that they can

be used in various noise scenarios without offline training.

VII. CONCLUDING REMARKS

In this paper, we have proposed a supervised VAD method,

named MRS-based VAD, using a new base classifier—

bDNN—and a newly introduced acoustic feature—MRCG.

The proposed method explore contextual information heavily
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TABLE VII
AUC (%) COMPARISON BETWEEN THE NOISE-INDEPENDENT (NI)
MODELS AND NOISE-DEPENDENT (ND) MODELS AT AURORA2.

Noise SNR
DNN bDNN MRS

NI ND NI ND NI ND

Babble

−5 dB 73.36 78.62 76.95 81.55 77.92 82.51

0 dB 86.28 85.82 89.36 89.03 90.16 89.85

5 dB 92.65 89.07 94.27 92.72 94.32 92.93

10 dB 94.49 88.85 95.88 94.18 95.76 94.84

Car

−5 dB 86.36 89.75 88.71 91.34 89.01 92.40

0 dB 92.72 93.74 94.24 94.87 94.06 95.56

5 dB 94.66 94.53 95.90 95.60 95.86 96.30

10 dB 95.33 95.35 96.59 96.30 96.48 96.98

Restaurant

−5 dB 71.16 78.15 73.33 82.40 75.06 84.03

0 dB 83.49 86.57 86.27 88.07 87.24 89.81

5 dB 91.49 92.23 93.41 93.13 93.84 94.20

10 dB 94.10 93.96 95.31 94.80 95.46 95.45

Street

−5 dB 79.50 82.89 80.88 85.57 81.34 86.31

0 dB 89.78 87.77 91.36 89.22 91.13 90.23

5 dB 93.39 89.90 94.56 92.53 94.14 93.06

10 dB 94.62 91.18 95.84 93.95 95.60 94.21

Airport

−5 dB 77.34 80.54 79.78 82.77 81.04 85.02

0 dB 88.09 89.58 90.22 90.87 90.38 92.00

5 dB 93.08 92.97 94.63 94.29 94.58 95.22

10 dB 94.82 94.59 96.24 95.82 96.16 96.39

Train

−5 dB 80.23 84.18 82.98 85.55 83.84 86.82

0 dB 89.20 88.89 91.24 90.49 91.14 91.68

5 dB 93.32 92.20 94.88 93.54 94.92 94.60

10 dB 94.05 92.80 95.52 94.43 95.39 95.21

Subway

−5 dB 72.64 91.35 74.47 92.37 75.80 93.28

0 dB 85.10 93.43 86.78 93.90 87.18 94.23

5 dB 91.57 94.39 92.76 95.18 93.13 95.63

10 dB 93.61 95.07 94.61 95.34 94.93 95.95

in three levels. At the top level, MRS is a stack of ensemble

classifiers. The classifiers in a building block explore context

in different resolutions and output different predictions which

are further integrated in their upper building block. At the

middle level, bDNN is a strong DNN classifier that first pro-

duces multiple base predictions on a single frame by boosting

the contextual information encoded in a given resolution and

then aggregates the base predictions for a stronger one. At

the bottom level, MRCG consists of cochleagram features

at multiple spectrotemporal resolutions. Experimental results

on AURORA2 and AURORA4 have shown that when the

noise scenarios of training and test are matching, the proposed

method outperforms the referenced VADs by a considerable

margin, particularly at low SNRs. Our further analysis shows

that (i) both bDNN and MRS contribute to the improvement;

(ii) the 96-dimensional MRCG feature is comparable to the

273-dimensional COMB feature. Moreover, when trained with

a large number of noise scenarios and a wide range of SNR

levels, the proposed method performs as good as the method

with noise-dependent training, which is a promising sign for

the practical use of machine-learning-based VADs in real-

world environments.
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TABLE VIII
HIT−FA (%) COMPARISON BETWEEN THE NOISE-INDEPENDENT (NI)

MODELS AND NOISE-DEPENDENT (ND) MODELS AT AURORA2.

Noise SNR
DNN bDNN MRS

NI ND NI ND NI ND

Babble

−5 dB 33.71 41.48 39.48 45.14 41.25 49.71

0 dB 56.58 55.22 62.71 60.96 64.70 64.11

5 dB 70.40 68.97 73.69 70.20 74.03 71.86

10 dB 74.77 72.06 77.44 73.31 77.21 74.11

Car

−5 dB 56.98 62.49 61.74 66.78 63.02 69.39

0 dB 70.63 71.68 74.06 75.22 74.08 77.17

5 dB 75.67 74.48 78.66 76.66 78.82 78.90

10 dB 77.40 76.71 80.01 78.86 79.65 80.65

Restaurant

−5 dB 31.43 41.41 34.76 46.13 37.91 50.22

0 dB 51.48 54.33 57.51 60.72 59.90 64.79

5 dB 68.21 67.93 73.30 72.42 74.35 74.86

10 dB 75.16 73.45 78.18 76.72 78.49 78.34
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5 dB 71.30 68.87 73.95 70.67 73.49 72.05

10 dB 74.86 72.83 77.85 73.91 76.81 75.20

Airport

−5 dB 41.37 44.61 45.51 49.14 48.92 53.01

0 dB 60.63 61.69 64.61 66.42 64.75 68.59

5 dB 71.32 70.00 74.46 73.90 74.83 75.89
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5 dB 72.77 68.84 76.77 72.45 76.73 75.40
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−5 dB 33.29 65.09 38.14 69.35 40.92 71.42

0 dB 55.85 71.52 60.47 74.26 60.94 75.37

5 dB 69.61 75.09 72.91 77.63 73.40 80.06

10 dB 76.03 75.93 78.64 78.95 79.25 80.68

TABLE IX
AUC (%) COMPARISON BETWEEN THE NOISE-INDEPENDENT (NI)
MODELS AND NOISE-DEPENDENT (ND) MODELS AT AURORA4.

Noise SNR
DNN bDNN MRS

NI ND NI ND NI ND

Babble

−5 dB 78.79 81.54 81.65 85.75 84.09 86.60

0 dB 84.31 86.48 86.55 89.62 88.32 90.15

5 dB 88.90 90.05 90.40 92.75 91.19 93.02

10 dB 91.28 91.64 92.83 93.81 93.19 93.93

Factory

−5 dB 78.58 79.70 81.20 85.78 83.40 85.81

0 dB 84.52 86.51 86.81 90.64 88.34 90.76

5 dB 89.25 89.76 90.99 92.82 91.46 92.98

10 dB 91.21 90.95 92.94 93.64 93.16 93.69
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